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‘d-act magazine’ is a monthly magazine that portrays 
the actions done by Noam. Noam acts every month. The 
actions are meant to be Design based, done Daily, and 
Desirable.

“The second issue of d-act magazine is about Made in Egalia 
project. It is a compilation issue of October and November 
since the project was very extensive, including one exhibition 
and two workshops.
Made in Egalia is a speculative design project about the 
gender-reversed world, that I carried out with Alice Watel who 
is my talented classmate.
As a queer being, the project wasn’t only about Egalia, but also 
about myself because the project called on deep insights about 
gender.
It was proudly shown during Dutch Design Week 2018 at Plug-
In City. I appreciate everyone who was involved in this project.”
The words of the publisher
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The designed objects and the society have an inseparable 
relationship.

The society forms the stuff, and the things construct the 
society. Therefore, the designed objects in this male-dominant 
world are also reflecting patriarchy and misogyny. Then they 
make patriarchy more concrete by being used. Their influences 
are often unnoticeable but mighty.

But Everything is different in Egaila: the speculative world 
where the gender role of male and female is reversed, depicted 
in the novel ‘Egalia’s Daughters’ by Gerd Brantenberg.

Designers Noam and Alice who were sick of patriarchy fled 
to Egalia and designed some stuff there. And they brought 
what they created on the way back.
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Basic Egalian Vocabulary List:

Wom: woman, or general way of calling human
Wim: women
Manwom: man
Menwim: men
Donna Jessica: name of the god that Egalians believe in. 
Often used to emphasize or swear
Masculinism: the advocacy of menwim’s rights on the ground 
of the equality of the sexes 
Huwomism: a philosophical and ethical stance that 
emphasizes the value and agency of huwom beings





200 Questions that Noam&Alice had to ask Egalians

What color do they like to use in Egalia? What are the most 
popular sports? How are the city and the countryside different? 
What kind of jobs are preferred for menwim/wom? How big is 
their trashbin? Do they shave their armpits? How do they treat 
the wims that are pregnant in prison? What do they usually 
post on Instagram? What do the rich people wear? What tools 
do they use to eat? What do they wear at the wedding? What 
religion do they have? Who’s on the 1$ bill? What was the 
biggest protest last year for? What does a lower-class person 
usually eat? How are miscarried wom treated? What’s the most 
popular smartphone app? What was the movie with the biggest 
hit last year? What do they wear on the beach? What’s their 
most famous street food How are people of color treated? How 
the wom deal with one’s menstruation? How are refugees 
treated? What kind of things do people consider when they vote? 
How big is their window? When do they usually go to work? 
How tasty their in-flight meal is? What do they drive? What is the 
most commonly-sold car? What kind of things do they want to 
do while they’re traveling in an exotic place? Do they work hard? 
What kind of people dies from Karoshi(death from overworking)? 
What kinds of pets does Egalians grow? Dog or cat? Where 



do they import coffee? What kind of activities does Egalians do 
after retirement? How populism threatens Egalia? How wom and 
menwim masturbate differently? Who produces cheap, fastly 
designed clothes? What kind of roles do menwim play in the 
movies? How are nipples treated? How are Egalians dealing 
with Global Warming? How Egalians make the advertisements? 
What is the most popular band in Egalia? What is it like to fart in 
Egaila? How do they lose their weight in Egalia? How are animals 
treated in a zoo in Egalia? How would prostitution take place 
in Egalia? What is the fashion/beauty trend of the year? 
What types of living young people usually have? Do Egalians use 
disposable plastic? What do Muslim menwim wear? How Egalian 
high school students apply for the university? How are designers 
being educated in Egalia? How are things arranged in the 
supermarket? What is the most famous cartoon character for the 
kids? Which flower do Egalians give when they are proposing? 
When did menwim start wearing pants? How the tenants 
in Egalia deal with the increasing rent? When was the last war 
in Egalia? What is the population of Egalia? How smartphone 
changed Egalia? How will AI change Egalia? Is Abortion legal in 
Egalia? How are menwim sexually objectified? How are menwim 
dealing with sexual harassment? When did menwim start to 
vote? How do they get milk in Egalia? Which artist&artwork 



started “Modern art” in Egalia? Who are in the gang? Are 
those transgenders? How do the churches in Egalia look like? 
What does it represent? Where was Donna Jessica(Egalian 
version Jesus) nailed to? How does the coca-cola bottle look 
like? Which color? Which form? What kind of building in Egaila 
considered “Contemporary”? which material and form? What’s 
the most common&popular emoji in Egalia? What kind of rights 
do the disabled people in Egalia have? How Egalians suffer from 
the depression? Were there Nazis in Egalia? What kind of events 
do they have in the Olympics? How’s Egalian’s welfare system? Is 
it like the US or Northern Europe? How do the Egalians pee? 
What kind of magazines do Egalians have? What is the most 
popular one? What startups are in Egalia’s silicon valley? What 
kind of people are working there Do menwim have more migraine 
than woms? Why do menwim wear high heel? Do Egalians 
have a dating app? What is it called and how is it? What kind of 
toys young Egalians play with? How many children do Egalians 
have on average? When are the slaves abolished in Egalia? Can 
Egalians be friend with their ex? How the public toilets of 
woms and mamwim differ? Do urinal exist? How do urinal for 
wim would look like? How’s the obesity rate differs from wom and 
menwim? Is there Manwom’s university? What kind of holidays 
do Egalians have? What do they do? What kind of swearing 



words do Egalians have? How Egalians do the pregnancy 
tests? How Egalia works as a city? What is it like to dwell in 
the central city of Egalia? How many Vegans and Vegetarians 
are in Egalia? Where are the criminals in Egalia imprisoned? 
Is paper book, magazine sales of Egalia in decline? How has 
Egalia been democratized? What kind of fights they did? How 
do wim manage pregnancy + work? What are the symbols of 
virility? What are the symbols of feminity? Where do they go on 
holidays? Do they celebrate the body, or do they try to hide it? 
(Greek antique vision of the body, or middle-age vision?) Do they 
have arranged marriage? Do menwim have short or long hair? 
Menwim in Egalia wear wigs; draw a trendy haircut for menwim 
What is the average temperature in the summer? And in winter? 
Is it acceptable to show your body when you are a wom? Where 
should a garment stop? (Wrist/ankles? Elbows/knees? Shoulders/
tights? What about the neckline?) What do wim use as periodic 
protections? Do menwim have «tools» to protect themselves 
from wim aggression? (Pepper gas, taser...) Do menwim wear 
corsets? If no, did they use to in the past? What do they eat for 
breakfast? What is boy’s favorite color? What kind of magazine 
do wim read? What is their official national sport? Are they eco-
friendly? Are the 8:00 news presented by menwim or wim? How 
often do they watch tv? What is the climate like in Egalia? What 



is the average size of wim in Egalia? What is the average size of 
menwim in Egalia? Should menwim have a big penis? And 
wim big breasts? Minimalistic or baroque? (What is trendy?) 
Where do young people go when they go out? What kind of 
alcohol do they like? Are people naked when they go to the 
sauna? Do they use mobile phones like us? Who are the main 
celebrities in the country? Is it trendy to be tanned or do they 
prefer pale skins? Are they against homosexual marriage? What 
is their national day? (What does it celebrate?) How does their 
flag look like? Do they often go to the disco? What is the most 
touristic place of Egalia? What kind of government do they have? 
(Democratic? Left or right wing?) What is the most common way 
of transport? What does Mr. Meteo look like? Is it acceptable to 
divorce? Can menwim walk in the street at night without 
feeling in danger? What is the most common job for menwim? 
What is the most common job for wim? What do children dream 
to do when they are kids? Do they read erotic books? Do they 
watch porn? If yes, where? (Internet? Dvd? Cinema?) What is 
their favorite dessert? Did menwim ever go in space? What is the 
most significant natural danger of Egalia? (Typhon? Earthquakes? 
Weird animals?) What is the biggest fashion mistake possible? 
Do they wear hats? Caps? Do they use a lot of plastic? 
Does climate change exist? At what age do children leave 



their parents’ house in general? How are children books? Do 
princesses come and kiss the dead prince to bring him back to 
life? Do students live in a shared house? How is the economy 
going? What kind of perfume do wim/menwim wear? What 
is their favorite tv show? In what year are they? Do they have 
different religions? What kind of music is popular? How many 
children most of the families have? Are there places forbidden 
to menwim/wim? What is the biggest issue in their country at 
the moment? How do they celebrate if they win the world cup? 
How menwim react to matriarchy? (Do they protest in 
the street? make videos on youtube?...) What is the most 
common public health problem?
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So what did Noam & Alice bring from Egalia?

Peho:
A bra for penis.
Egalian beauty standard is to have small and cute penises for 
menwim, so most of the pehos pack the penis tightly.

Elsa’s Fountain: 
A readymade sculpture produced by Baroness Elsa that 
drastically changed the art history. Some scholars have 
suggested that the original work was by a manwom artist 
Marcel Duchamp, but this is a minority view among historians.

Pants for wim:
It has a very long fly so that wim can pee standing

Pear Computer: 
A tablet PC developed by the iconic computer brand Pear that 
started from the remote working system for pregnant wim. 

Transparent hat for menwim:
Egalian menwim like to show they still have hair
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Calendar:
Each month consists of 28days based on wom’s menstrual 
period, and a year consists of 13 months. (28*13=364)

Milk and Egg:
Milk and Eggs are not mass produced and considered as a 
very precious, but immoral food. Scientists recently developed 
a way to generate milk and eggs in the lab, without cow and 
chicken.

B.Elion Pregnancy Test: 
A luxury pregnancy tester that works as a status symbol.
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Peho

Just like women of our world wear bras, Egalian menwim 
adopted the bra for penis, called « Peho » that sands for penis 
holder. And like our bras, some pehos are uncomfortable, too 
tight, uneasy to put on, some have underwiring, some are for 
sports,some are sexy… Some menwim even do plastic surgery 
to correspond to the norm.
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Even if it is evolving the beauty standard is still mainly to have a 
small, cute and white penis. That is why some pehos pack the 
penis tightly, to cheat a bit on the silhouette.
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On the contrary, women lingerie is not diverse and little 
developed. It is not common for wim in Egalia to wear bras. 
They are proud of their big breasts, considered beautiful, holy. 
But the pressure for menwim to have a ‘desirable’ penis is way 
stronger than the pressure for wom to have a big breast.
 
Photo Credit: Ralf Heijmans
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Elsa’s Fountain

A urinal is a sanitary plumbing fixture for urination only, 
predominantly used by wim. Especially the urinals on the street 
are mostly for wim.
It usually has a handle that can be turned in two ways. One 
direction is a switch for urine, and the other direction is 
for menstrual blood. Menstrual flush is a stronger flush for 
menstrual blood that coagulated in the menstrual cup.
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Artist Baroness Elsa signed “R.Mutt” on an ordinary porcelain 
urinal, titled it Fountain, and submitted for an exhibition in 
1917. “Fountain” has forever changed the way Egalians look 
at art, even though Some scholars have suggested that the 
original work was by a manwom artist Marcel Duchamp.
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Pants for Wim

Egalian wim pants have the particularity to have a long fly , 
which goes down until the crotch. This enables wim to pee 
standing, without having to take their pants off. This long 
opening used to be present on menwim’s underwear as well, 
from the middle age to the 17th and 18th century, allowing 
menwim to relieve themselves without taking off their many 
complicated clothes. This particularity disappeared from the 
male wardrobe when the garments became more simple, and 
therefore easier to take on and off. Nowadays, most of menwim 
pants have a really small fly, just enough to be able to put on 
the pants, or sometimes no fly at all when the fabric is stretchy.
 
Photo credit: Annelien Gispen
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Pear Computer

If one wants to work during their pregnancy, they can work 
at home without difficulties. Workspace culture of Egalia also 
adapted to a lot of remote-workers.
And they also can easily get the baby break. They find it very 
honorable to get it. The whole office holds a celebration with a 
cute present when someone’s having a baby break. And also 
they can get back to the work whenever they want after giving 
the birth.
This also creates a lot of part-time jobs, and make the 
economy more dynamic. And it’s often a good opportunity for 
the young Egalians who just graduated from the university.
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Egalia’s very advanced remote-working system was a driving 
force of the development of the internet infrastructure in the 
1970s. Since then, Egalia has super high-speed and affordable 
internet, and this led to the development of the internet culture 
including a lot of online discussions and the movements such 
as masculinist movements.
The company named Pear started from a remote working 
system company for the pregnant wim now became the 
most dominant tech-company in Silicon-hill. They produce 
computers, tablets, smartphones, smartwatches with the 
highest quality in the industry.
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Early pear computers had an iconic shape to be used both on 
the desk and on the bed for the pregnant wim that spend a 
lot of time on the bed, and this shape still can be seen in their 
most recent tablet PC as a brand identity. They also had highly 
saturated UI that consists of the short text(140 characters 
maximum) bound with the interactive boxes. This was because 
some pregnant wim suffered from concentrating difficulties, 
and it was hard for them
to read lengthy text. This UI was innovative because all of the 
user interfaces before then was purely text-based. It brought 
a revolutionary shift from CUI(Commandline User Interface) to 
GUI(Graphical User Interface).
 
Their most recent tablet PC has an AI voice- assistant feature 
that has the manwom voice that enables to make most of the 
commands using voice.
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Transparent hat for menwim

Egalian menwim like to show that they are haired. It is a 
beauty standard to have healthy long hair and beard. That is 
why a lot of products against hair loss, for hair volume or hair 
prostheses for men exist there. The pressure to meet beauty 
cannon is heavy for menwim in Egalia, especially because of 
advertisement.
 
But hats are also a must have of masculine fashion. That is 
why young menwim with healthy hair like to show they are still 
beautiful with hats that allow their hair to be seen.
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Calendar

In Egalia, each month consists of 28 days based on wom’s 
menstrual period, and a year consists of 13 months. 
(28*13=364) 
The 13th month is called Donnuary. It’s named after Egalia’s 
god Donna Jessica. They have Grand Menstruation Games in 
the 13th month to celebrate and honor the annual harvest and 
the achievements of the Egalians.

And since each week consists of 7 days, each month can 
be perfectly divided in four weeks.  The layout the calendar 
remains identical every month.
Therefore, the concept of the calendar in Egalia is more like 
a sheet of paper with a template that can be applied to every 
month. And this leads to the invention of the erasable calendar 
that saved an enormous amount of wood being cut.
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Milk and Egg

Egalians consider the mass production of Milk and Egg as an 
exploitation of wim’s right of reproduction.
Cow milk and Eggs are not mass produced and considered as 
a very precious, but a less moral ingredient like foie gras, and 
usually in fancy packaging. All the eggs are different in their 
size&colors.
They also eat less meat, since they consider the Artificial 
insemination (AI) as an animal rape.
So They use soya milk and tofu as a cheap protein(like the 
way we use milk and egg). They need significant farmland to 
harvest soybeans, and it is usually in the developing nations, 
managed by low-income menwim. Since soybean is taking 
a big part of protein ingestion of low wage Egalians, GM 
soybeans are the very controversial issue in Egalia.
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Scientists have been developing a way to generate milk and 
eggs in the lab, without cow or chicken, and recently launched 
the first synthetic milk and egg that are available in the 
supermarket. Unlike the natural eggs, lab-grown eggs have the 
equal sizes and relatively fragile shells.
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B.Elion Pregnancy Test

The most prominent opponent of Pear is B.Elion.
It was initially a big medical company, and one of the products 
they produce was a pregnancy tester. They recently changed 
its design more fancy and womly, and also made it interact with 
the smartphones, and had a huge success.
 
From that achievement, they discovered a lot of opportunities 
from blending their medical technology with the digital 
products. Now they announced that their next step is to make 
the healthcare smartwatches. A fierce rivalry between Pear and 
B.Elion in the smartwatch market is expected next year.
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The livingroom

Everything that we brought from Egalia is gathered at one 
speculative livingroom during the Dutch Design Week 2018. 
The objects create a bizarre and exotic scene that also 
embraces the visitors in. Try and feel the variety of goods 
and experience Egalia. How is it different from your world?

20-28 Oct. 2018, Plug-In City













Listen to Radio Egalia!

https://www.soundcloud.com/d-act-459510871/radio-egalia
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Workshop Egalian Fairytale Party

Princess passively waiting for a prince, a male hero that always 
win… fairytales in our world often reflect patriarchy a lot. And 
everything is going to be the other way around in Egalia. We 
asked people to discuss and speculate Egalian fairytales by 
themselves, and draw and write those on a huge map.

1st event: 20th Oct. 2018, During Queer Bookclub at Van Abbe 
Museum
2nd event: 27th Oct. 2018, During Day Day Gay at Plug-In City

Facilitated by Noam Youngrak Son and Alice Watel in support 
of Brendan Vos
Photo Credit: Niek Tijsse Klasen
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